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INTRODUCTION
Quantum dots (QDs) represent the ultimate case of spatial confinement for electrons and holes. In comparison to conventional quantum well superlattices [1] or multiple quantum wells [2] , the structures that consist of multiple arrays of quantum dots may have many advantages in applications due to their modified density of electronic states and optical selection rules. For example, due to relaxed intraband optical selection rules in quantum dot superlattices (QDS), they are capable of absorbing normally incident radiation while it is not possible in quantum well superlattices. It has been reported that quantum dot lasers based on InAs/GaAs QDs have superior properties with respect to conventional quantum well lasers. High differential gain, ultralow threshold current density and high temperature stability of threshold current density occurs simultaneously. Additionally, ordered arrays of scatters formed in an optical waveguide region may result in the distribution feedback and in the stabilization of single-mode lasing [3] . Many more applications are envisioned for regimented QD's structures [4] . Although many types of regimented quantum dot superlattices or quantum dot crystal (QDC) had already been fabricated using different self-assembly techniques [4] [5] , very little attention has been paid to theoretical description of electronic properties of such structures [6] .
In this paper we analyze an electron energy spectrum in a three-dimensional regimented array of semiconductor quantum dots. The regimentation, e.g. spatial site correlation, along all three directions results in the formation of three-dimensional mini-bands and significant modification of the electron energy spectrum in such structures. We particularly focus our attention on the tetragonal InAs/GaAs QDS.
THEORY
In order to analyze the electronic structure of the QDS we use our original approach developed for structures of orthorhombic symmetry [6] . The model is based on the envelope function approximation and uses a specific type of coordinate-separable confining potential. The electronic wave function is presented as a product of the envelopes along each axis
Here n ζ denote the quantum number. The total energy spectrum in this case is given by
Every E ξ in the equation above is the solution of the one-dimensional Kronig-Penny problem, given by
Justification for the choice of the potential and details of the calculation procedure are reported by us elsewhere [6] . Note that despite the simplicity of the theoretical formalism used, it is capable of capturing new features characteristic for 3D-regimented quantum dot superlattice. As it will be discussed in the next section, these features are not present in bulk crystals and quantum well superlattices.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots usually have a pyramidal form with dimensions in the range from 10 nm to 200 nm [3] . Thus, a single dot could be thought of as a finite-barrier cubic dot with four additional perturbing potentials [7] . The assumption of cubic dots does not severely limit the generality of our approach since the electronic band structure is much more sensitive to the dot regimentation rather than to the dot shape [6] . As an example material system we consider InAs/GaAs regimented QDS with the following parameters. The dot size along the x and y axes are L x = L x = 11 nm, the dot size along z axis is L z = 10 nm. The inter-dot distances are Fig. 1 presents electron dispersion in the conductance band of 3D-regimented tetragonal InAs/GaAs QDS. The electron wave vector is denoted by q with subscript showing the quasicrystallographic direction in the QDS. In order to distinguish quasi-crystallographic directions we use double square brackets. Zero energy along the ordinate axis corresponds to the position of the potential barrier. The energy bands are denoted by three quantum numbers n x n y n z with the superscript indicating the degeneracy of the band due to the symmetry. Similar to bulk crystals, the energy in QDS has the full symmetry of the reciprocal lattice. Some of the energy bands are degenerated in the center of the quasi-Brillouin zone (QBZ) of the artificial crystal. Moving from the point of high symmetry in the center of the QBZ to a point of lower symmetry, the energy branches split. In the superlattice of tetragonal symmetry (i.e. when the lattice constant in one direction differ from other two) the maximum symmetry degeneration is twofold and may exist only in [ The integral is to be taken over the volume of the q-space bounded by a surface of constant energy E, which are so-called Fermi surfaces. The factor 2 reflects the twofold electron spin degeneracy.
The transformation of the one-eighth part of these surfaces in the reciprocal space are presented in Fig. 2 for 3D mini-band with n x = 1, n y = 2, and n z = 1. We limit our analysis to the first quadrant of the Brillouin zone only due the inversion symmetry in tetragonal QDS. The charge density distribution in the reciprocal space has the same symmetry as in the real space within the area of one quantum dot. Fig. 3 shows that the interaction between quantum dots leads to a does not lead to complete change of the electron DOS. The transformation of the electron spectrum in regimented QDS results in appearance of double peaks, which correspond to the same mini-band. The stronger the inter-dot interaction the larger the energy spacing between the peaks. In the structure under consideration the energy spacing is several dozens of meV. The points of high symmetry are responsible for the appearance of these features. The shape of DOS is defined by both the symmetry of the QDS and the quantum numbers of the corresponding mini-band. This effect may be partially responsible for the experimentally observed splitting of the photoluminescence spectrum of the regimented quantum dot array. Note that the DOS shown in Fig. 3 is different from DOS in conventional quantum well superlattices with finite potential barriers and in disordered quantum dot arrays. In contrast to the disordered quantum dot array in the three-dimensionally regimented quantum dot crystal there are mini-band energy gaps below as well as above the barriers.
For all suggested practical applications of QDS, it is important to know the effective mass of electrons and holes. A reciprocal effective mass tensor in QDS is defined as The drastically different values of the effective mass tensor in the regimented QDS shown above will unavoidably lead to modifications of the electronic, optical and thermoelectric properties of semiconductor materials that comprise the structure.
CONCLUSION
The carrier band structure in three-dimensional regimented quantum dot arrays has been analyzed. Numerical simulations have been carried out for the conduction band of the tetragonal InAs/GaAs quantum dot superlattice. It has been shown that by changing the size of quantum dots, inter-dot distances, barrier height and regimentation, one can control the electronic band structure of this structure. It has also been demonstrated that the density of electronic states and the effective mass tensor in such a structure are significantly different from those in bulk and conventional quantum well superlattices.
